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The 1998 Town Report is dedicated to the memory of Paul St. Pierre
Paul was a resident of Charlestown for many years.
In 1959, he founded St. Pierre, Inc., which is still a family owned business.
Paul was very active in the community, having served as a Volunteer Police
Officer, as a member of the Solid Waste Committee for Alternative Plans,
Charlestown Highway Advisory Board and the Charlestown Planning Board.
He was a firm believer in the youth ofthe community. St Pierre Inc. created the
ice rink in North Charlestown and gave many hours ofwork on the athletic fields
at North Charlestown and Patch Park. Many in-kind services were donated for
the addition to the Farwell School in North Charlestown.
At Town Meetings, which Paul was rarely absent from, all in attendance always
knew where he stood on an issue - no one had to guess how he felt!!






For the Year Ending
December 3 1, 1998
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
"Change" is the word which best describes the year of 1 998 for the Town
ofCharlestown . Many of those variations from the routine were recommended
by our Public Works director, Nabil Atiya, now serving the town on a part-time
basis. In the short time he has been on board, Nabil has nearly completed the
landfill closure. Water and wastewater departments have merged and now
operate more efficiently out of one location. Mapping of the entire town
infrastructure will begin in 1 999.
It's anticipated that safety renovations in the municipal offices will be
completed in the spring. Although Charlestown has always prided itself with its
small town, informal, neighborly office atmosphere, the threat of violence makes
this type of change necessary. Rest assured, the same friendly faces will greet
you in the same manner when you come to our door in June.
At Town Meeting 1998, taxpayers voted money to replace the furnace and
roof of the Bakery Building, currently housing our Planning and Public Works.
The new heating system has been installed. The type of roof was not as simple
as we had hoped. Because the quote to replace in kind (with slate) far surpassed
the $10,000 appropriated, we opted to carry-over that money and let the
taxpayers make the decision as to the type of roof that building will have. Either
way, the project will be completed in 1999.
An exciting new idea in economic development was introduced to
Charlestown in 1998 by CEDA and its affiliate on the county level. It was our
intention to include the adoption of tax increment financing, TIF, to the 1999
Town Warrant, however, deadlines for hearings and notices were not met. The
lack of an administrative staff member has, without a doubt, caused some
shortcomings on the part of the Board. Try again, we will!
The Board of Selectmen has worked diligently over the past year to deal
fairly with the day to day issues arrising within the town and to spearhead efforts
to accomplish the community's long-range goals. We thank the many volunteers
who spend countless hours providing services and/or programs for all of us. We
also acknowledge the steadfastness of those individuals who attend our weekly
meetings offering their advice and comments. Our common goal is to stretch the
taxpayers' dollars as much as possible. Once again, you are asked to raise
money for a revaluation ofproperty which is long overdue and definitely needed
to assure each taxpayer pays only his fair share.
Respectfully submitted,
Charlestown Board of Selectmen
OFFICIAL OFFICE HOURS/MEETING DATES
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Weekdays: 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M., except holidays Tel. 826-4400
MEETINGS: first and second Wednesdays, 7:00 P.M. Fax 826-5181
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
Monday: 8:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M. and 1 :30 to 6:00 P.M. Tel. 826-5821
Tuesday through Friday: 8:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P M. and
1 :30 to 4:00 P.M., except holidays
BUILDING DEPARTMENT
Monday and Wednesday: 4:30 to 6:00 PM Tel. 826-4400
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Tuesday and Thursday: 8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. Tel. 826-5266
Other days on-call: 1-800-894-8400
PLANNING BOARD OFFICE (Bakery Building, downstairs)
Tuesday through Thursday - 8:30-2:30 Tel. 826-5368
MEETINGS: first and third Tuesdays, 7:00 P.M. Fax 826-5181
TRANSFER STATION
Tuesday & Friday: 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Tel. 826-3201
Wednesday: 7 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Saturday: 7:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Third Mondays of each month: 7:00 P.M.
RECREATION COMMITTEE
First Tuesday of each month: 7:00 P.M., Town Hall
All meetings are held in the Community Room, unless otherwise stated.
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
Police, Ambulance and Fire - 911








STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF CHARLESTOWN
1999 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF CHARLESTOWN,
NEW HAMPSHIRE, who are qualified to vote in Town affairs,
TAKE NOTICE AND BE WARNED that the First and Second Sessions of
the Annual Town Meeting of the Town of Charlestown, New Hampshire, will
be held in the Charlestown Middle School gymnasium, on Tuesday, February 2,
1999, commencing at 7:00 P.M., and Tuesday, March 9, 1999, commencing at
8:00 A.M., respectively. At the second session, voting, on all warrant articles,
will be by Official Ballot, commencing at 8:00 A.M. and concluding at 7:00
P.M., unless the Town Meeting votes to keep the polls open to a later time.
ARTICLE 1. To elect the necessary Town Officers, for their respective
terms.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 1 , as proposed by the
planning board for the Town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?
Amendment No. 1 would add words, in section 8.2, to refer to Section
2 of the Charlestown Book of Ordinances for definitions of words
used in the Zoning Ordinance.
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 2, as proposed by the
planning board for the town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?
Amendment No. 2 would, in Section 8.3, correct the Zone A and B
boundary descriptions.
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 3, as proposed by the
planning board for the Town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?
Amendment No. 3 would add a section, 8.4.10, to the General
Provisions, applicable to all zones, limiting the number of residential
structures on a lot to one.
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 4, as proposed by the
planning board for the Town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?
Amendment No. 4 would add, to section 8.5.6, a list of permitted uses
to Zone E.
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of Amendment No. 5, as proposed by the
planning board for the Town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?
Amendment No. 5 would, in section 8.5.6, set minimum lot sizes and
set-backs from lot-lines, in Zone E, for lots served by municipal
water and sewer; lots served by on-site water and sewer; and lots
served by municipal or off-site water and on-site sewer.
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of the amendment No 1 to the existing
Town of Charlestown Building Code, as proposed by the planning board?
Amendment No 1 would undertake a comprehensive revision of the
entire building code, in order to accommodate the necessary changes
to adopt by reference, in accordance with RSA 674:51 and 52, the
1996 BOCA National Building Code; the 1996 BOCA National Fire
Protection Code; the 1994 Life Safety Code; the 1996 National
Electrical Code, ANS1/NFPA 70; the 1993 National Plumbing
Code and the 1993 National Mechanical Code, all as amended/
supplemented/updated thereafter.
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor ofAmendment No. 2 to the existing Town
of Charlestown Building Code, as proposed by the planning board?
Amendment No.2 would further amend the building code to allow for
the use of native lumber and to allow the Building Inspector to
exempt ordinary repairs and replacements in kind from building
code requirements.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of the various
Town Officers and to take proper action thereon.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell
property acquired by the Town Tax Collector's deed, either at a public auction
or by advertised, sealed bids, as provided by RSA 80:42-11, and authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of such property "as justice may require", in accordance
with RSA 80:42-IV and V.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting,
money from the state, Federal or other governmental unit or private source,
which becomes available during the fiscal year, to be used for any purposes for
which the Town may legally appropriate money and in accordance with and
pursuant to the requirements ofRSA 3 1 :95-b.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vole to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of the receipt of taxes, to pay current maintenance
and operational expenses, as provided in RSA 33:7 of the Municipal Finance
Act.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate by special
warrant article the sum of $10,000 for the repair and maintenance of the rip-rap
at Patch Park to prevent erosion by the Connecticut River.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 14. Are you ill favor of increasing the Board of Selectmen to (5)
five members?
Petitioned Article
ARTICLE 15. Are you in favor of the Selectmen placing an article on the
warrant of a future annual or special town meeting to raise money by bond or
note, along with any grants available, to repair the Old Claremont Road from
Main Street to the intersection at Red Robin Motel. The money would be paid
back over a period of years.
This would allow the town to rebuild the road, including infrastructure, all
at one time instead of doing the project piecemeal.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate by
special warrant article a sum not to exceed $125,000, for an addition to and
improved handicap accessibility of the municipal/library building, or in the
alternative, to see if the town will vote $25,000 for a handicap ramp?
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept donations of land and or buildings to be used for municipal purposes
pursuant to RSA 31:3.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate by
Special Warrant Article, the sum of $13,200 for removal and replacement of the
slate roof at the Bakery Building. This amount to be added to the $10,000
carryover from the 1998 operating budget. If this article does not pass, the roof
will be replaced with asphalt shingles.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
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ARTICLE 19. To see if the town will raise and appropriate by special
warrant article the sum of $8,000 to be used by the Charlestown Education
Committee appointed by the selectmen for the purpose of preparing detail
analysis, hiring consultants, creating budgets and any other information
necessary to determine if it is feasible to withdraw from the Fall Mt. Regional
School District.
Furthermore passage of this article requests the Fall Mt. Regional School Board
to propose article to district voters on or before the year 2000 annual meeting to:
1
.
Restructure our school funding formula; or
2. Restructure expenditures for elementary school centers;
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the town will vote to reserve in escrow, all monies
in excess of the true mathematical percentage required by the town of
Charlestown to fulfill its Fall Mountain Regional School District operational
expenses.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate by special
warrant article, the sum of $250 for partial reimbursement of the cost of meals
provided to residents of the Town of Charlestown by the Community Kitchen
Inc.
Selectmen recommend tins appropriation.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to establish, pursuant to RSA
31:1 9-a, a trust fund to be known as the Library Technology Trust Fund; and to
appropriate $7,000 to be paid into such trust and to appoint the Library Trustees,
as Agents of the Town, to expend any funds in the Trust for the purposes of the
Trust. The purpose of the Library Technology Trust fund will be for purchasing
computers, computer equipment and computer software for administration,
cataloging and networking all systems.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
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ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
raise and appropriate by special warrant article the sum of $18,500 for regrading
and resurfacing the entire roadway system at Hope Hill Cemetery.
(If this article passes a donor will provide funds for completing fencing of the
Hope Hill Cemetery).
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,482,199, which represents $1 ,982,706 for the Town operating budget,
$327,983, for the Water Fund budget and $171,510, for the Sewer Fund budget?
Should this article be defeated, the default operating budget shall be
$2,544,126,* which is the same as last year's budget,* with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Town or by law. The governing body may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 1 3 X and XVI, to take up
the issue of a revised operating budget only.
*which represents $2,049,840 for the Town operating budget,
$287,448 for the Water Fund Budget, and $206,838 for the Sewer
Fund budget
This warrant article does not include any other article.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 25. Shall the provisions for voting by official ballot on all issues
before the Town of Charlestown under RSA 40:13 be limited to election of
officers and certain other questions?
Passing this article will mean reverting to traditional Town Meeting from the
year 2000 until rescinded.
3/5 vote required.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, by
Special Warrant Article, the sum of $500 for the reimbursement of a portion of
the cost of outreach services, provided to residents of Charlestown by
Southwestern Community Services Inc.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
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ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, by
special warrant article, the sum of $125,000.00 for the purpose of undertaking
the reappraisal of all real property in the Town for tax assessment purposes and
authorize the Selectmen to hire appraisers, negotiate and sign a contract for such
reappraisal and take all other action as may be necessary to carry out the
purpose of this Article.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the town will vote to transact any other business
which may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 25th day of January, 1999.
Robert T. Frizzell, Chairman
Robert N. Beaudry
James Sauchuk
CHARLESTOWN BOARD OF SELECTMEN
true copy attest:
Robert T. Frizzell, Chairman
Robert N. Beaudry
James Sauchuk





To the inhabitants of the Town of Charlestown, New Hampshire, who are qualified
to vote in Town affairs.
Take notice and be warned that the First and Second Sessions of the Annual Town
Meeting of the Town of Charlestown, New Hampshire, will be held in the Charles-
town Middle School Gymnasium, on Tuesday, February 2, 1999, commencing at
7:00 PM, and Tuesday, March 9, 1999, commencing at 8:00 AM, respectfully. At
the second session, voting on all warrant articles, will be by Official Ballot, com-
mencing at 8:00 AM and concluding at 7:00 PM unless the Town Meeting votes to
keep the polls open to a later time.
The First Session was cancelled by the Moderator, Robert Stone, and rescheduled
for Wednesday, February 3, 1999, at the aforementioned time and place. This was
done according to RSA 40:4 II.
Moderator, Robert Stone opened the meeting at 7:02 PM and made several an-
nouncements at tins time .
Sharon Francis, Chairman of the Planning Board was presenting Articles 2 thru 8,
which were Planning & Zoning Articles, by reading each article and giving a brief
description. This was not necessary, however the Moderator felt it would help
people understand the articles better.
At this point the Moderator recognized Jeff Lessels, who along with Earl French
and Cliff Stark, as fellow members of the Faithful Lodge #12 Free and Accepted
Masons presented a plaque to Robert Davis for his outstanding community service.
Selectman, Robert Beaudry presented a plaque to outgoing Selectmen Robert
Frizzell for his years of service as Selectman and member of other Charlestown
Boards.
Selectman Robert Frizzell, presented a plaque to Robert Davis for his 25 years of
involvement with the Ambulance Service.
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Robert Stone, Moderator stated that Articles 19 and 27 would be discussed first as
they had speakers from elsewhere and also, they were being paid by the hour.
The following is a synopsis of the remainder of the meeting concerning the Warrant
Articles:
The Moderator asked for a motion in the form of a question before each article was
presented. Each presenter made a motion to have the article placed on the Official
Ballot as read with each motion being seconded.
ARTICLE 1 . thru Article 8. Automatically on Official Ballot
ARTICLE 9. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 10. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 1 1 . Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 12. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 13. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 14. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 15. AMENDED as follows: "Are you in favaor of the Selectmen placing
an article on the warrant of a future annual or special town meeting
to raise by bond or note, along with any grants available, to repair
the Old Claremont Road from Main Street to the intersection at Red
Robin Motel. The money would be paid back over a period of
years. No money will be raised by this article."
This would allow the town to rebuild the road, including infrastruc-
ture, all at one time, instead of doing the project piecemeal.
ARTICLE 16. An amendment was made and seconded. However the amendment
was defeated by hand vote. Original article will be on the Official
ballot as read.
ARTICLE 17. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 18. AMENDED as follows: "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropri-
ate by Special Warrant Article, the sum of $13,200 for removal and
replacement of the slate roof at the Bakery Building. This amount to
be added to the $10,000 carryover from the 1998 operating budget.
ARTICLE 19. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 20. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 2 1 . Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 22. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 23. Presented and seconded as read.
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ARTICLE 24. An amendment was made and seconded. However, there had been
a motion to move the question. The Moderator chose to let the
amendment stand for discussion. At this point, he was overruled by
the meeting body with a show of hands. The amendment was with-
drawn and the article will be on the Official Ballot as presented.
ARTICLE 25. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 26. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 27. Presented and seconded as read.
ARTICLE 28. According to Article 1 8, from the Town Balloting of 1998's Town
Meeting, discussion of the Public Works Director's position was
held. This position is also discussed in the 1998 Town Report.










Meals & Rooms Tax Dist
Highway Block Grant
Water Pollution Grant
State & Federal Forest
Other (inc Railroad Tax)
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 40,000 76,605 75,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
1998
1998 SUMMARY INVENTORY (MS-1)
LAND
RESULTS OF ANNUAL MEETING 1998
Article 1. Selectman for three years
Frederick J. Domini
Carolyn Greenslet Towle 314
Finance Committee for two years
from Zone E, to a new zone called G-l Southwest Street Area. The petition
defines the zone and specifies the uses permitted therein, allowing a mix of
residential, commercial, business and industrial uses."
YES 672 NO 306
Article 5. "Are you in favor of the Zoning Amendment as submitted to the
Charlestown Board of Selectmen, by residents of Scenic Hill Road, for
amending the Charlestown Zoning Ordinance as follows:
We, the undersigned, petition the voters in the Town of Charlestown to
approve the change in zoning of Scenic Hill Road from Zone E to Zone A-l
Rural Residential."
YES 686 NO 335
Article 6. "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$776,250, for the renovation of, additions to and improved handicap
accessibility of the Municipal/Library Building and so-called Bakery Building
adjacent, on the condition* that the Town shall obtain a grant in an amount not
less than $300,000 and, further, that the balance of the appropriation shall be
obtained by the issuance of bonds or notes in accordance with the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and, further, to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, receive and expend such grant, to sign any and all documents and take any
and all action as may be necessary to carry out the purpose of this vote?" (*being
that there will be no appropriation or construction unless the Town receives the
grant.)
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES 368 NO 675
Article 7. Shall the Town vote to establish a capital reserve fund, pursuant to
RSA 35:1, to be designated the Town of Charlestown Landfill Closure Fund, for
the purpose of officially closing and capping the former Town landfill?"
YES 609 NO 416
Article 8. "Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to transfer any
unexpended appropriation, as of December 31, 1998, for the Town of
Charlestown Transfer Station, to the capital reserve fund established by Article
7, for the purpose of officially closing and capping the former Town landfill?"
YES 637 NO 388
Article 9. "Shall the Town, by Special Warrant Article, vote to raise and
appropriate up to $120,000, for the purchase of a new fire truck, $60,000 of
which is to be raised by taxes, with the balance to be paid by private donations?"
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES 624 NO 425
Article 10. "Shall the Town, by Special Warrant Article, vote to raise and
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appropriate the sum of $25,000 to investigate a CAMA system and purchase the
accepted system to begin a re-valuation of real property in the Town of
Charlestown?"
The Selectmen recommend this appropriate.
YES 429 NO 580
Article 11. "Shall the Town vote to accept the reports of the various Town
Officers and to take proper action thereon?"
YES 848 NO 161
Article 12. "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, by Special Warrant
Article, the sum of $ .00, for the reimbursement of a portion of the cost of
outreach services, provided to residents of Charlestown by Southwestern
Communiity Services, Inc.?"
The Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation.
YES 291 NO 684
Article 13. "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, by Special Warrant
Article, the sum of $2,500 toward the operating expenses for a twice-daily
Monday bus route to Claremont, provided by Community Transportation
Services, Inc.?"
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES 607 NO 418
Article 14. "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, by special Warrant
Article, the sum of $ .00, for partial reimbursement of the cost of meals provided
to residents of the Town of Charlestown by The Community Kitchen, Inc.?"
The Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation.
YES 326 No 654
Article 15. "Shall the town vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell property
acquired by the Town Tax Collector's Deed, either at public auction or by
advertised, sealed bids, as provided by RSA 80:42-11, and authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of such property "as justice may require", in accordance
with RSA 80:42-IV and V?"
YES 747 NO 263
Article 16. "Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State,
Federal or other governmental unit or private source, which becomes available
during the fiscal year, to be used for any purposes for which the Town may
legally appropriate money and in accordance with and pursuant to the
requirements ofRSA 31 :95b?"
YES 704 NO 302
Article 17. "Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
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expenses, as provided in RSA 33:7 of the Municipal Finance Act?"
YES 679 NO 324
Article 18. "Shall the Town vote to continue the position of Public Works
Director and review the position at Town Meeting 1 999?"
YES 652 NO 389
Article 19. "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,537,862, which represents $1,991,527 for the Town operating budget,
$362,93 1 for the Water Fund Budget and $ 1 83,404 for the Sewer Fund budget?"
Should this article be defeated the default operating budget shall be $2,476,928*
which is the same as last year's budget with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the Town or by law. The governing body may hold one
special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13 X and XVI, to take up the issue
of a revised operating budget only. (*wliich represents $1 ,972,460 for the Town
operating budget, $329,623 for the Water Fund Budget and $174,845 for Sewer
Fund Budget.
Warrant Article #19 does not include special warrant articles 6, 9, 10, 12, 13,
14, and individual warrant article 21
.
YES 492 NO 501
Article 20. "Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept donations
of land and/or buildings to be used for municipal purposes pursuant to RSA
31:3?"
YES 804 NO 203
Article 21. "Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000 for
Old Home Day 2000?"
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES 789 NO 235
Article 22. "Shall the Town vote to require the Board of Selectmen to adopt a
Code of Ethics for all elected and appointed officials?"
YES 819 NO 198
Article 23. "Shall the Town vote to adopt a Conflict of Interest Ordinance for
all elected and appointed officials?"
YES 819 NO 189
Article 24. "Shall the Town vote to discontinue Bible Hill Road, from the south
end of property of Harvey D. and Christina R. Hill, formerly known as the
Esersky Estate, north to the Claremont City line, as a Class VI road, pursuant to
RSA 23 1 :43? Said road has not been maintained by the Town for a period in
excess of twenty-five years and is, in effect, no longer a public road."
YES 625 NO 361
Article 25. "Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept private
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donations for a study of the Fall Mountain School District education funding
formula and, further, to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend
such fluids, to sign any and all documents and take any and all action as may be
necessary to carry out the purpose of this vote?"
YES 828 NO 189
Article 26. "Shall The Town vote to transact any other business which may
legally come before the meeting?"
YES 795 NO 194
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
1998 Tax Rate Calculation
Appropriations 2,600,428
Less: Revenues 1,742,180
Less: Shared Revenues 28,297
Add: Overlay 59,666
War Service Credits 42,900
Net Town Appropriation








Due to Regional School 4,248,384
Less: Shared Revenues 117.209












GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
as of December 31, 1998











Showing Annual Maturities of Outstanding and
Long-Term Notes
Water Improvement









1999-2005$ 30,000.00 each year $ 24,500.00 each year
SCHEDULE OF TOWN-OWNED PROPERTY




1 95 1 American LaFrance
1 976 International Tanker
1987 Ford F350
1 922 Ford Fire Truck




Total Fire Dept. Vehicles
1992 Ford F 1 50 PU













Total Water & Sewer Dept. Vehicles $ 29,982.00
1997 John Deere Tractor $ 24,000.00
1997 Ford F360 PU $ 29,200.00
1983 International Dump Truck $ 36,399.00
1994 Ford F350 Dump Truck $ 17,900.00
1 991 Ford 1 T Dump Truck $ 24,800.00
1997 International Dump Truck $ 52,000.00
1987 International Truck $ 36,877.00
1 989 International Dump Truck $ 27.674.00
Total Highway Dept. Vehicles $248,850.00
1 987 Chevrolet PU Truck $ 16.358.00
Total Cemetery Dept Vehicles $ 16,358.00
1987 Ford Ambulance $60,000.00
1 994 Ford Ambulance $ 67.045.00
Total Ambulance Dept. Vehicles $ 1 27,045.00
1998 Ford Crown Victoria $ 19,699.00
1997 Ford Crown Victoria $ 18,200.00
1 977 Dodge PU (Animal Control) NV
Total Police Dept. Vehicles $ 37.899.00
1 994 Chevrolet S- 1 Truck $ 10.000.00
Total Public Works Vehicles $ 10.000.00
TOTAL ALL TOWN VEHICLES $1,41 9,334.00
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EQUIPMENT
John Deere Snowblower/Sander $3,000.00
Chipper $7,000.00
Economizer Sander $3,500.00
Motorola Mobile Radio Unit $1 ,500.00
1989 Tractor/Loader/Backhoe $67,938.00
1992 John Deere Loader $1 16,500.00
1985 Fiat-Allis Model FG85 Grader $93,745.00
1 988 Gardner Denver Air Compressor $ 1 2,000.00
3 Chainsaws @ $400 $1,200.00
2 Brush Saws @ $350 $700.00
Line Striper $ 1,600.00
Plate Compactor $ 1 ,600.00
Roller $ 16,000.00
Stanles Sander (Small) $4,600.00
Misc. Tools & Equip $ 1 7,325 .00
Total: Highway Dept. Equipment $348,208.00
1 979 Clark Michigan Loader $55,000.00
1 993 Clark GPS 1 7 Forklift $34 r300.00
Total Transfer Station Equipment $89,300.00
1 983 John Deere 4 1 $28 T000.00
Total Water & Sewer Dept Equip (Shared) $28,000.00
O'Brien Power Sewer Rodder $15 r000.00
Total Sewer Dept. Equipment $15,000.00
Scag Mower $7.000.00
Total Recreation Dept. Equipment $7,000.00
Stone Mud Sucker $2,000.00
Hydromatic Trash Pump Ser. $3,500.00
Rescue Tri-Pod $2,000.00
Trench Box $2,500.00
Misc. Tools & Equip. $10.000.00
Total Water Dept. Equipment $20,000.00
JD Model 3 1 8 Tractor $8,500.00
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Misc. Tools & Equip. $1 r907.00
Total Cemetery Equipment $10,407.00
The Old Block House (Painting) $ 1 0,000.00
Civil War Cannon: Model 1 84 1 -44 $40,000.00
Civil War Soldier $60,000.00
WWII Stone $10,000.00
Korea,Vietnam, Grenada, Persian Gulf $9,000.00
Fireman Memorial Stone $2.000.00
Total Fine Arts $131,000.00
POW-M1A Monument $6,000.00
Electronic Data Processing $27,410.00
Misc. $2.500.00
Total General Government Equipment $35,910.00
Misc. Tools & Equip. $11.293.00
Total Police Dept. Equipment $ 1
1
,293.00
Misc Tools & Equip. $56.692.00
Total Fire Dept. Equipment $56.692.00
TOTAL ALL TOWN EQUIPMENT $752,810.00
Values of vehicles & equipment furnished by Mortcnson Insurance
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL
PRESENTATION-1997
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town
of Charlestown as of and for the year ended December 31, 1997. These general-
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general
fixed assets account group which should be included in order to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles. As is the case with most municipal entities
in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Charlestown has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the
general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Town of Charlestown, as of December 31, 1997, and the results of its operations and
cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose
financial statements of the Town of Charlestown taken as a whole. The combining
and individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the table of contents
are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Charlestown. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-
purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Plodzik & Sanderson, Professional Association
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Amount of fees received $453,442.00




Amount of fees received $ 6,281.50




Amount received $ 1,485.00
Bad Check Charge 25.00
$ 1,510.00
FILING FEES:
Motor Vehicle Titles $ 1,381.00
Universal Commercial Codes 3,954.31





Candidate Filings $ 10.00
Sale of Checklists 275.00
$ 285.00


























January 1, 1998 thru December 31, 1998
REAL ESTATE
Poisson, Frederick $ 903.56
Total abatements on 1995 property tax $ 903.56
Beaudry, Normand R 1 56.4
1
Bombria, Tracy & Christine 284.56
Collier, Murphy & Elaine 433.44
Harvey, Noreen (formerly Couitt) 3.16
Malcolm, Bradley & Kathleen 552. 1
6
St. Pierre, Albert & Carol 4085 .60
Total abatements on 1997 Property tax $5515.33
Babbitt, Lynwood & Lillian 11.31
Cirone, Truman & Glennia 282.68
DeRosia, Alexander & Norma 1 88.45
Ford, Willard & Suzanne 366.90
French, Earl & Eleanor 282.67
Pebbles, Lavina 376.90
Lique, Clifton & Norma 456.80
Poellet, Helen 361.40
Total abatements on 1998 property tax $2327. 1
1
LAND USE CHANGE
Beaudry, Normand R 650.00




January 1, 1998 thru December 31, 1998
YIELD TAX
Frizzell, Robert & Apolonia $ 1 629.20
St. Pierre, Victor & Nancy 2075.64
Sweet, Scott & Lisa 92.21
Weaver Jr. Kenneth & Diane 597. 1
3
Total abatements on 1998 yield tax $ 4394.18
WATER
Scott, Douglas & Milinda $148.73
St. Laurence, Norman & Brenda 39.78
VanVelsor, Edward & Elaine 12.50
Total abatements on 1998 water tax $ 201.01
SEWER
Scott, Douglas & Milinda $ 120.60
St. Laurence, Norman & Brenda 32.25
VanVelsor, Edward & Elaine 12.50
Total abatements on 1998 sewer $ 165.35
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Detailed Statement of Receipts
January 1, 1998 to December 31, 1998
State of New Hampshire
Shared Revenue Grant
Planning Board
Building Permits $ 5,048.74
Application Fees 1,470.00
Reimbursements-Ads, Certified Letters, Expenses 939.41
$7,458.15
Selectmen's Office
Town Histories $ 900.00
Copies 944.50
Miscellaneous-Bad Check Fees and Postage 1 52.39
Sale of Coca-Cola Machine 501.01
$ 2,497.90
Health & Human Services




Recording Fees For Deeds 45.00
Fees for Opening Graves 5,750.00
Trustee of Trust Fund/Cemetery Care 20,898.05
Perpetual Care & Gen. Maintenance Funds
Received & Remitted to Trustee of Trust Funds 3.375.00
$31,868.05
Recreation Department
Swimming Pool - Admission Fees & Lessons




NH Public Deposit Investment Pool
Beginning Balance as of January 1, 1998 $501,050.46
Interest 9,008.81
Transfers to General Fund -500.000.00
Ending Balance as of December 3 1 , 1 998 $ 1 0,059.27
Balance as of January 1, 1998 $ 536,391.28
Receipts 9,066,974.40
Less Disbursements -8,368 ,895.93
Balance as of December 31, 1998 $1,234,469.75
Accounts Held by the Treasurer
General Fund Checking Account $ 1 , 234,469.75
NH Public Deposit Investment Pool 10,05927
Total Funds Available for the General Fund $ 1 ,244,529.02
Town Hall Savings Account 7,09 1 .8
1
Conservation Commission-Money Market Account 9,339.88
Conservation Commission-Certificate of Deposit 34,844.22
Recreation Department-Special Fund Checking Account 4,803.00
In Memory of Bruce Royce Savings Account 926.00
Town of Charlestown Water Dept-Money Market Acct. $2 1 1 ,688.90
Water Dept-NH Public Dept. Investment Pool Account 157.448.44
Total Funds Available for Water Dept $ 369, 1 37 .34
Town of Charlestown Sewer Dept-Money Market Acct. $ 1 1 9,640.47
Sewer Dept-NH Public Dept. Investment Pool Account 106,260.94
Total Funds Available for Sewer Dept. $ 225,90 1 .4















Printing Town Report 2,147
Internal Revenue Service 398
Postage 4,894
Dues NHGFOA 25
Trustee Trust Fund Salary 1 ,000
FICA/Medicare 77
New London Trust 1 09
Postage for Trustees 46
Reimbursement Mileage 35
Assessing 3,653
Town Clerk/Tax Coll. 26,928






Dues & Subscriptions 131
Sullivan County Registry 1,187
Printing Bills 288








Total Financial Administration $127,965
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Legal Expense
Gardner & Fulton $ 43.156
Total Legal Expense S 43.156
Personnel Administration
Health Insurance - Reimbursed 10 T611











Education, Mileage Reimb. 406




Zoning Board Expense 276





Municipal Building - Electrician 6,341
Municipal Building - Heating Oil 1 ,250
Municipal Building - Bulletin Board 244
Municipal Building - Vacuum 459
Municipal Building - Floor & Carpet 7,603
Municipal Building - Cleaning Supplies 434
Municipal Building - Roof Repair 350
Municipal Building - Ads 1 66
Municipal Building - Propane Gas 203
Municipal Building - Electrical Suppl&Maint 859
51
Municipal Building - Town Clerk Maint
Bakery Building - Carryover - Roof
Total General Government $466.814
Public Safety
Ambulance




Gen Exp. Nat'l Safety 329





Claremont Animal Hospital $ 626
Staples Veterinary Clinic 1 1
8
Upper Valley Humane Society 3.159





Ads, Dues, Reim 199
Community Youth Adv 2500
Home Health Care 24,500
Sullivan County Hospice 1,500
Sullivan Nutrition 3.500
Total Health Agencies S 32.937
General Assistance
Community Alliance $ 8,160
Telephone 547
Clients - Electricity 6,05
1
Clients - Food 803
Clients -Fuel 1,151
Clients - Medical 1,439
Clients -Rent 19,917
Clients - Other Expenses 343






Patch Park - Chemical Toilets 480
Water Department - Meter 230
Miscellaneous 39
Swim Pool Lifeguards 1 9,342
Swim Pool - FICA/Medicare 1 ,479
Swim Pool - Unempl/WC 672
Swim Pool - Telephone 235
59
Swim Pool - Chemicals
Capital Outlay
Computer for State Motor Vehicle $ 6,379
Sharp Copier 2,820
Police Cruiser 16,407
Police - Computers - Grant 5,1 50
Police - Northeast Mtn. Radio 3,436
Police Vests -Gall's 2,902
Cemetery Mower 3,390
Cemetery Backhoe Attmt 6.474
$ 46.958
Total Operating Expenditures $1.952.290
Warrant Articles
Community Transportation $ 2,500
Old Home Day 1,000
Firetruck - S.G. Reed 49,350
Firetruck - Carryover $ 70,650
$123.500
GRAND TOTAL 1998 EXPENDITURES $2.075.790
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WATER DEPARTMENT 1998
Balance on hand January 1, 1998 $262,768
Deposits:
Dues, courses, fees
SEWER DEPARTMENT - 1998
Balance on hand January 1, 1998
Uniforms 394
Audit 1,000
Pipe lease 1 00
State ofNH - dams 300
Advertisements 251
Damage - Baldwin Court 6 1
7
Refund - line extension 488
Pagers, courses, misc. 314




Carry-over- Carte Graph 2,889
$ 199,392
1997 expenses paid in 1 998 1 ,338
1998 expenses due to Gen. Fund 49.117
$225,902
Money Market December 31, 1998 $1 19,640.47
NH Public Investment Pool - Dec. 3
1
, 98 1 06,260.94
Total rents billed in 1998 156,887.02
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NEW CEMETERY ACCOUNTS - 1998
FH (Forest Hill ) HH (Hope Hill)
PC (Pinecrest) StC (St. Catherine) G (Graves)
DATE
Balance on hand
TRUST FUND ACCOUNT (to be used for books and magazines only)
12/31/97
S1LSBY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT 1998
Circulation
We rely on the people and organizations who volunteer time, money, and materials to the
library. Many thanks to the Charlestown Grange, the Conservation Committee, and the
Women's Club for their donations. In addition to the volunteers mentioned above, we
are indebted to Antonette Backman, Vanessa Neilsen, Laurie Thompson, Gary Freeman,
and Susan Coleman. And a special thank you to the dedicated stafT: Holly Shaw, Karen
Raudonis, Alma Hurlburt, Edna Farrell, and Ro Metcalf.
TO THE RESIDENTS OF CHARLESTOWN
The Board of Trustees of the Silsby Free Public Library wish to thank you for
all your support over the years. The Board of Trustees continually sets goals
for the improvement of the library, both the physical setting and in services
offered. Over the past five years we have attained our goals through hard
work and contributions from local people and organizations, as well as use of
budget funds in a way that would allow us to make improvements.
Our next goals are to prepare for the 21 st Century by improving and adding to
our current computer system. This will enable us to utilize all the services
offered by the NH State Library, and other reference sources, and allow
better service to you, our patrons.
Thank you.
Katherine A. Moore, Chairperson
Silsby Library Board of Trustees
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Cemetery Trustees are pleased to report the 1998 work done in your
cemeteries. There were 27 burials. In addition to equipment maintenance,
rubbish removal, plowing, and raking, the Sexton and his two workers, Frank
McKane and Edgar Benjamin, were able to mow and trim all of the cemeteries
eight times during the summer.
In the Forest Hill Cemetery three large trees were removed (one pine, one oak,
one locust) to avoid damage to gravestones. The hearse-house was primed and
painted. It is now in very good condition. The lovely old cemetery fountain was
repaired and is functional again - a joy to everyone.
Five large pine trees were removed from the Pine Crest Cemetery. About 1600
feet of fencing was replaced and 900 feet of water line with four spigots was
installed. The roadway had 1350 tons of #2 peastone placed on it with 25 tons
of topsoil against the roadway for finish.
Trees and brush were cut down along the entryway of Hope Hill Cemetery.
Brush was also cut along the entire fence line and in the SE corner of the
property. The roadway was patched, and for those of you who have asked, we
hope the fencing will be repaired and painted in 1999.
The Hubbard Hill Cemetery had fence repairs on the backside.
The Trustees would like to extend special thanks to Harold Blodgett and Alice
Davis who open and close gates daily at Forest Hill and Pine Crest Cemeteries
respectively.
The Trustees and Sexton have projects for the cemeteries for each upcoming
year into the year 2002. This includes rejuvenation of the Horace Metcalf
fountain in Hope Hill.
We have beautiful cemeteries and we must keep them dignified and worthy of
our respect.
Respectfully submitted by Trustees,
Victoria Sargent Dona A. Mates Mary Gray
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POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
The calls for Police service went down in 1998 to 5,300; a drop from the 6000
in 1997.
This in-turn lowered the amount of criminal investigations from 450 in 1997 to
376 in 1998.
The Police dispatched the Charlestown Ambulance to 385 calls. This is down
from the year before by 40 calls.
The Police were dispatched to 98 motor vehicle accidents, a drop from the 110
in 1997.
The total amount of arrests dropped to 137, a decrease of 23 from the 160 in
1997.
Overall, the decreases gave us more time for other problems, such as following
up on the bad check increase to local businesses and residents; also more school
programs involving crime prevention and education dealing with three classes.
Kids and Cops Interaction, funding by the Police Association. Program schedule
for 1998-1999:
Back to School Safety




Drug Prevention - Drug Poster Contest
Soccer Games Involvement
Good Touch - Bad Touch
First Aid
Bike Safety
1 998 Bike Rodeo
Tour of Police Station and Pizza Party








In 1998 the Town Clerk registered 936 dogs, with an income to Town of
Fees- $6,281.50
Fines -$1,307.00
Total Income - $7,588.50
The cost to the Town was $4,570.00.
The Police Officers are asking all residents to please check with our dispatch if
your pet is lost. We are now photographing all found animals and then
transporting them to Staples Veterinary Clinic until they are claimed or adopted.
Also, please vaccinate and register your pets so we know who they belong to.
Again, we thank you for your continued support and we will continue to serve







The Conservation Commission met monthly each month during 1 998 except for
July. In September the meeting time for our regular monthly meetings was
changed from the fourth Thursday to the third Monday of each month. The
Conservation Commission has the responsibility of overseeing the open space
and public lands in town, of reviewing and commenting on applications to the
NH Wetlands Bureau, and of monitoring the land within town to see that
wetland permits are obtained for activities in wetland areas and that those
activities are carried out as permitted. These responsibilities are carried out in
a number of different ways. During the year several wetland applications were
reviewed and comments sent to the Wetlands Bureau. Site visits were made to
the areas involved in the applications by one or more members of the
Conservation Commission.
The Conservation Commission coordinates a town wide Green-Up Day on the
first Saturday ofMay each year. This effort has received strong support from
many town businesses, organizations, and citizens. Each year almost all of the
roadsides in town are cleared of trash in about four hours. This participation is
greatly appreciated.
hi January the Conservation Commission and the North Charlestown Land Use
Committee sponsored an informational meeting for all interested townspeople
on the value ofopen space to a town. This program was titled The Dollars and
Sense of Open Space and was presented by Dorothy Taylor of the New
Hampshire Wildlife Federation.
During the last quarter of the year a high school student, Emily Pierce, worked
with the Commission on an independent study coordinated by SERVE (Students
for Environmental Resource Volunteerism and Education). Emily researched the
old mill sites along Clay Brook, sites of Charlestown' s oldest mills. Emily
presented her project to the Conservation Commission in December.
In looking ahead to 1 999, the Conservation Commission is planning to update
the Forest Management Plan for the Hall's Pond Town Forest. The last
management plan was written in 1986. We are working with the County
Forester on this project and will be seeking input from Charlestown residents as
we develop the new plan.
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
During the past year, the Planning Board held a total of tliirty-three meetings, of
which, twenty four were scheduled for hearings on applications. During those
meetings, sixty-six hearings were held for review of site plans, forty-eight on
subdivision applications, eight hearings were held for review of lot-line
adjustments, three to review excavation applications, one for the review of a sign
and two for informal discussions. Additionally, the Board held seven work
sessions on amendments to the building code, zoning ordinance and site plan
regulations and, thereafter three public hearings on each of those documents.
The site plan regulation amendments were adopted by the Board on January 5,
1999. The proposed amendments to the building code and the zoning ordinance
will be presented for voter approval at Town Meeting, in March. Hearings on
applications were generally well attended. Participation by the public in work
sessions on codes and ordinances was very helpful to the Planning Board.
In addition to meetings scheduled by the Board, members met with the
Selectmen, to discuss job descriptions and staffing. Members also attended
three sessions of the Finance Committee, to request the level of funding needed
to adequately staff the Board's office. The Board, in conjunction with the
Selectmen, have determined that both boards will again be served by a single
staff person next year. Other changes to the Board in the past year include a
vote to increase the number of alternates on the Board. We have a vital
membership and these new alternates have brought valuable new perspectives
to our decision-making.
Members look forward to returning to the work of completing much needed
revisions to the Master Plan during 1999 and to the administration of our new,
improved site plan regulations that will be friendlier to neighborhoods as well as
easier for applicants to follow.
The Planning Board meets the first and third Tuesdays of each month, in the
Community Room of the Municipal Building, meetings commencing at 7:00
P.M. Citizen participation is encouraged. Residents may call 826-5368 for
information on office hours and scheduling of applications.
Sharon Francis, Chairperson
for the Planning Board
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CHARLESTOWN BUILDING INSPECTOR
As the Building Inspector since April 1998, it has been a pleasure to work wih the
citizens of Charlestown, who have complied with the rules and regulations of BOCA
and have cooperated in coming into the Selectmen's Office to get permits. A list
of rules and permit fees have been set up and is available to anyone.
The Selectmen's Office and the library have the BOCA Books from the state for
review by interested party.
On November 9, 1998, a small group of contractors and local townspeople attended a
presentation by me , hosted by the Charlestown Planning Board and the Board of
Selectmen. I gave an overview ofmy job as building inspector, now in my seventh
month, then I introduced Bill Bernard, state representative of the NH Board of
Electricians.
I plan to have another Building Permit Seminar on building , plumbing and electrical
codes sometime in March. The Health Officer will also be present. Please keep
watch in the "Our Town" paper for the date and time.
Many junkyards have been cleaned up and many new septic tanks have been installed
and/or repaired. The Town received over $5,000 in 1998 as revenue from building permits.






HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
The Community Alliance of Human Services is pleased to have become a part
of the Charlestown community. We appreciate the many opportunities we have
in assisting families through the Town Assistance Program. We view Town
Assistance as a platform to educate and empower families in becoming more
self-sufficient. The Alliance is able to provide Charlestown residents easy
access to our many services such as; the Family Support program, Information
and Assistance, Family Centered Early Suppports and Services, Family
Empowerment, Transportation and Dental Assistance. We believe in exhausting
all resources in assisting families so that Town Assistance is provided as the last
resort.
Fifty families have applied and been determined eligible for assistance with rent,
medication, electric and fuel and other basic needs. Charlestown Town
Assistance staff is flexible and available not only for the two scheduled weekly
days, but throughout the week by accessing the 800-894-8400 that we advertise.
We enjoy close contact with Fred and Sarah Barth, who work so diligently at the
Charlestown Food Shelf. The Food Shelf is a vital part of the community and
provides a service that sustains families in need. Fred and Sarah report that 524
families with a total of 812 individuals have been served 54,380 meals! 74
holiday baskets were delivered at Thanksgiving. The kindness and generosity
of the Food Shelf is appreciated by Alliance staffwho refer families and can be
assured that their basic need for food will be met.
The hours of the Health and Human Services office are as follows: Tuesday and
Thursday's from 8:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m. We are on-call for emergency needs at
800-894-8400, Monday through Friday. We would like to thank the residents
of Charlestown and the Town Office staff for working so closely with us in our




Community Alliance ofHuman Services
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CHARLESTOWN FIRE DEPARTMENT
1998 has been a busy and progressive year for the Charlestown Fire Department.
Calls have continued to increase, auto accidents and carbon dioxide detector
calls have made up a large portion of these responses. Fortunately we had only
one major fire during the year.
Our chassis for the new tanker has arrived and is at the manufacturers being
built. We hope to have it in service by the end of March.
Due to a generous donation we were also able to update our portable radio
system. Tins was a big help and greatly appreciated.
Our major project tins year was the installation of a state of the art computer
system that allows us to update our fire reporting system, map the town hydrant
and residential streets and other important information.
We have also done extensive painting and other building repair projects.
We have continued our school fire prevention program as well as extensive fire
inspections of businesses, day care and private homes.
Last, but not least, I would like to extend my sincere thanks to a great bunch of
firefighters whom the town is very lucky to have. Again thanks to all the
department heads, town employees, firefighters' wives and families and you, the
residents of Charlestown, who support us.






As of December 31, 1998 Robert Davis retired from the Charlestovvn Ambulance
Service. We would like to thank him for his dedication and service as the full time
attendant. We wish him the best in all his endeavors. At the same time we are
looking forward to working with Reuben Ouellette our new full time EMT, who will
begin on February 15, 1999.
We are still running at about 400 calls for the year. It has been my pleasure to work
with Ambulance Services from the surrounding towns. They help our town when
needed and we help theirs. Thanks Mutual Aid.
Thanks to all the people of Charlestown and the surrounding area for all the
donations that were given in the memory of loved ones. Donations are used to
purchase new and updated equipment. We would like to thank the Police and Fire
Departments for their help through the year.
We have been in our new station for two years now and have enjoyed working out
of this modernized home. So, once again, we would like to thank Stanley and Helen
Patch for their generous donation of this building we call home for our ambulances
and equipment.
At this time I would like to thank all of the volunteer attendants of the Ambulance
for their dedication and service over this past year. Many thanks to the families of
the attendants for their support, patience and understanding. After all it is not only
the volunteers who jump out of their skin at 2 or 3 AM when the tone goes off. Or
when their child is having a 5th birthday party and in the middle of "Happy
Birthday to You" the tone joins in with Charlestown Ambulance please respond
to.







Many thanks go out to all the people who have volunteered throughout our
Charlestown Recreation Programs. Volunteers make our programs run. Our
programs stand as an example of what can be done when people pull together with
a common reason. Many thanks also go to the children in the programs, parents,
residents and the many area businesses who make all the programs possible.
Charlestown Recreation offers youth sports programs in baseball, softball, soccer
(summer and fall), and swimming. There are from 100-200 children, and volunteers
too numerous to mention, involved during each program. Charlestown is represented
throughout the programs in our town and in places from Alstead to Walpole and from
Chester to Weathersfield. We are especially proud to share our Patch Park facility
and we thank all those who have made its continued use possible.
Winter Carnival is our "other" event. It has become a major community event
for many people ofmany ages. There are people who have moved from Charlestown
who mark the first weekend in February each year so that they may come back to
Charlestown to participate and join us for a great time. The Rotary, Lions Club,
North Charlestown Mother's Club and the Knights of Columbus have joined the
Recreation Commitee to make the Winter Carnival a true community event. 1999
heralds the 16th Annual Winter Carnival, and we hope that with continued
community involvement we'll have many more.
The money budgeted by the Town of Charlestown for recreation pays for
maintenance, supplies, running the Town Pool, and the part-time Recreation Director.
The Recreation Committee runs most of its programs with the costs covered by users
fees.
In 1995 a capital reserve fund was set up with the money to go for a Recreation
Facility for the Town of Charlestown. The goal set is to be able to raise the money,
and build the facility, over a ten year period. The amount of $16,022 (sixteen
thousand and twenty-two dollars) has been deposited in the account as a direct result
of fundraising efforts by the Recreation Committee and many volunteers. The
addition of town allocated funds and interest bring the total available in the recreation
capital reserve fund to just over $35,000 (thirty-five thousand dollars). Thanks to all
who have helped. We hope that with continued support we will be successfull in
reaching our goal together.
In 1998 we decided that we wanted to offer a certification program for our volunteer
coaches. We wanted to offer some "tools" for volunteers to use in working with our
children. The National Youth Sports Coaches Association (NYSCA) certification
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program was adopted. It offers basic certification with coaching tips, information on
children's physical and psychological needs and desires in sports, sport specific
practice organization, first aid and safety. There is a Coaches', Parent's and Player's
Code of Ethics. The NYSCA motto is "Better sports for kids.... Better kids for life.
We currently have 28 coaches certified in soccer and basketball. We are looking
forward to additional coaches when we move to baseball and softball. We could not
have offered the certification program to our volunteers without the sponsorship of
the following businesses: Blanc & Bailey Construction; Bomar; Charlestown House
of Pizza; Claremont Savings Bank; Dan's Maxsaver; Design Standards Corporation;
Dezi's country Store; Fall Mt Internet Services; George Grabe, DMD; JSP
Fabrications, Inc; Koson Insurance; The Mortenson Agency; St Pierre Inc; Tom's
Septic Service; Valley Family Physicians; Village Video; and Wee Haven Daycare.
Thank you all very much.
Last but not least, 1998 saw the passing of three friends of recreation: Jim Allen,
Bruce Royce, and Ralph LaPlante. Our best wishes go out to the families and friends
of these three gentlemen. Also, a note of gratitude for donations made in their names,
thank you for thinking of Charlestown Recreation.
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CHARLESTOWN PUBLIC WORKS
1998 was a challenging year lo our newly formed PWD. It was necessary at the
beginning of the year to revise the PWD agenda by adopting changes slowly and
gently. At the end of 1998, with the full support of the Board of Selectmen, the
PWD has achieved its objectives including the reduction of operational costs of its
departments by $300,000.00.
The Transfer Station was the first department to experience the introduction of a
private contractor to join our management team in the improvement of our disposal
system. Ron Leclair represented the Town's interest and managed the contractor
with exceptional dedication and honesty. We managed to close the land fill at a cost
of $75,000.00, much less than the estimated closing cost of $754,000.00. We have
also managed to remove our Town's Landfill from the federal government's Landfill
Closure List. Our Transfer Station has increased th recycling process by 30%,
which meets the Federal Requirements of year 2000. The budget for 1999 was
$100,000.00 less than previous years. We have proposed $50,000.00 for capital
improvement of the transfer station as part of our final effort to improve the facility
before submitting our plans for final closure. We are also negotiating with the
current contractor the possibility of expanding the use of our facilities to accommo-
date other areas for a fee to be paid to the town. This fee may reduce the cost of the
operation by at least 50%.
Water and Sewer Departments were the second departments to have a private
contractor to operate and manage the departments with one of our employees. The
two departments were merged while continuing to have two separate budgets. The
merge of the two departments were necessary, since most of the work of the
departments was interrelated. The reorganization of the two departments reduced
the cost of their operations by three workers ($100,000.00). The final budget for
1999, was $180,000.00 less than previous years. We have allocated the savings in
the 1 999 budget to capital improvement, replacing old equipment and damaged
water and sewer pipes, including but not limited to:
West Street sewer line, Bridge Street sewer pipes, Cummings Avenue sewer and
water lines, repair/replacement of Booster Stations at Michael Avenue and Stevens
Street. Evaluaate the supply of water for North Charlestown Storage facilities, and
the replacement of water meters. Our effort is to replace high maintenance equip-
ment, and to document and map all existing facilities.
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Highway Department was the last department to have a touch of needed changes.
All 1999 purchases and proposed capital improvements were identified and put to
bid. The 1 999 budget was reduced by $34,000.00 less than the previous year. The
savings was added to the capital improvement budget increasing its amount to
$184,000.00. Our effort for 1999 is to document all roads and facilities as part of a
better management system as well as to upgrade the condition of several roads.
Snow removal and treatment is expected to be treated with less winter sand and
more salt/sand mixture.
Although, the Public Works Department Office is operating on part-time basis, the
services are always available when needed.
Without the support of the Board of Selectmen, the accomplishments of the depart-
ment would never have been achieved.
Respectfully submitted,
Nabil A. Atiya, PE
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ARTICLE 2. "Are you in favor of Amendment No. I, as proposed by the planning board for the
Town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?"
Amendment No. 1 would add words, in section 8.2, to refer to Section 2 of
the Charlestown Book of Ordinances for definitions of words used in (lie
Zoning Ordinance.
YES NO
ARTICLE 3. "Are you in favor of Amendment No. 2, as proposed by the planning board for the
Town of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?"
Amendment No. 2 would, in Section 8.3, correct the Zone A and B boundary
descriptions.
YES NO
ARTICLE 4. "Are you in favor ofAmendment No. 3, as proposed by the planning board for the Town
of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?"
Amendment No. 3 would add a section, 8.4.10, to the General Provisions
applicable to all zones, limiting the number of residential structures on a lot to
one.
YES NO
ARTICLE 5. "Are you in favor of Amendment No. 4, as proposed by the planning board for the Town
of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?"
Amendment No. 4 would add, to section 8.5.6, a list of permitted uses to Zone E.
YES NO
ARTICLE 6. "Are you in favor of Amendment No. 5, as proposed by the planning board for the Town
of Charlestown Zoning Ordinance, as follows?"
Amendment No. 5 would, in section 8.5.6, set minimum lot sizes and set-backs
from lot-lines, in Zone E, for lots served by municipal water and sewer; lots served
by on-site water and sewer; and lots served by municipal or oiT-site water and on-
site sewer.
YES NO
ARTICLE 7. "Are you in favor of the amendment No 1 to the existing Town of Charlestown Building
Code, as proposed by the planning board?
Amendment No 1 would undertake a comprehensive revision of (he entire building
code, in order to accommodate the necessary changes to adopt by reference, in
accordance with RSA 674:51 and 52, the 1996 BOCA National Building Code; the
1996 BOCA National Fire Protection Code; the 1994 Life Safety Code; the 1996
National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70; (he 1993 National Plumbing Code and
the 1993 National Mechanical Code, all as amended/suppleinented/updatcd after.
YES NO
ARTICLE 8. "Are you in favor ofAmendment No. 2 to the existing Town of Charlestown Building
Code, as proposed by the planning board?
Amendment No.2 would further amend the building code to allow for the use of
native lumber and to allow the Building Inspector to exempt ordinary repairs and
replacements in kind from building code requirements.
YES NO
ARTICLE 9. "Shall the Town vote to accept the reports of the various Town Officers and to take
proper action thereon?"
YES NO
ARTICLE 10."Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell property acquired by the Town
Tax Collector's deed, either at a public auction or by advertised, sealed bids, as provided
by RSA 80:42-11, and authorize the Selectmen to dispose of such property "as justice
may require", in accordance with RSA 80:42-IV and V?".
YES NO
(1)
ARTICLE ll."Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend, without further
action by the Town Meeting, money from the Stale, Federal or other governmental unit
or private source, which becomes available during the fiscal year, to be used for any
purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate money and in accordance with and
pursuant to the requirements ofRSA 3 1 :95-b?"
YES NO
ARTICLE 12."Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of the
receipt of taxes, to pay current maintenance and operational expenses, as provided in
RSA 33:7 of the Municipal Finance Act?"
YES NO
ARTICLE 13."Shall the Town vote to appropriate by special warrant article the sum of $10,000 for
the repair and maintenance of the rip-rap at Patch Park to prevent erosion by the
Connecticut River?"
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 14."Are you in favor of increasing the Board of Selectmen to (5) five members?"
YES NO
ARTICLE 15."Are you in favor of the Selectmen placing an article on the warrant of a future annual or
special town meeting to raise money by bond or note, along with any grants available, to
repair the Old Claremont Road from Main Street to the intersection at Red Robin
Motel?" The money would be paid back over a period of years. No money will be
raised by this article.
This would allow the town to rebuild the road, including infrastructure, all at one
time instead of doing the project piecemeal.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 16."ShaiI the Town voie to raise and appropriate by special warrant article a sum not to
exceed $25,000, to replace and improve handicap accessibility of the municipal/library i
building?"
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 17."Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept donations of land and or
buildings to be used for municipal purposes pursuant to RSA 31:3?"
YES NO
ARTICLE 18."Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate by special warrant article, the sum of
$13,200 for removal and replacement of the slate roof at the Bakery Building?" This
amount to be added to the $10,000 carryover from the 1998 operating budget.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 19."Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate by special warrant article the sum of
$8,000 to be used by the Charlestown Education Committee appointed by the selectmen
for the purpose of preparing detail analysis, hiring consultants, creating budgets and any
other information necessary to determine if it is feasible to withdraw from the Fall Mt.
Regional School District?"
Furthermore passage of this article requests the Fall Mt. Regional School Board to
propose article to district voters on or before the year 2000 annual meeting to:
1. Restructure our school funding formula; or
2. Restructure expenditures for elementary school centers,
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 20."Shall the Town vote to reserve in escrow, all monies in excess of the true mathematical
percentage required by the town of Charlestown to fulfill its Fall Mountain Regional
School District operational expenses?"
YES NO (2)
ARTICLE 21."Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate by special warrant article, the sum of $250
for partial reimbursement of the cost of meals provided to residents of the Town of
Charlestown by the Community Kitchen Inc?"
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 22."Shall the Town vote to establish, pursuant to RSA 31:1 9-a, a trust fund to be known as
the Library Technology Trust Fund; and to appropriate $7,000 to be paid into such trust
and to appoint the Library Trustees, as Agents of the Town, to expend any funds in the
Trust for the purposes of the Trust?" The purpose of the Library Technology Trust fund
will be for purchasing computers, computer equipment and computer software for
administration, cataloging and networking all systems.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 23."Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to raise and appropriate by special
warrant article the sum of $18,500 for regrading and resurfacing the entire roadway
system at Hope Hill Cemetery?"
(If this article passes a donor will provide funds for completing fencing of the Hope Hill
Cemetery).
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 24."Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,482,199, which represents
$1,982,706 for the Town operating budget, $327,983, for the Water Fund budget and
$171,510, for the Sewer Fund budget?"
Should this article be defeated, the default operating budget shall be $2,544,126,* which
is the same as last year's budget,* with certain adjustments required by previous action
of the Town or by law. The governing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40. 13 X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only.
"which represents $2,049,840 for the Town operating budget, $287,448 for the
Water Fund Budget, and $206,838 for the Sewer Fund budget
This warrant article does not include any other article.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 25."Shall the provisions for voting by official ballot on all issues before the Town of
Charlestown under RSA 40: 13 be limited to election of officers and certain other
questions?"




ARTICLE 26."Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, by Special Warrant Article, the sum of
$500 for the reimbursement of a portion of the cost of outreach services, provided to
residents of Charlestown by Southwestern Community Services Inc?"
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
ARTICLE 27."Shall theTown vote to raise and appropriate, by special warrant article, the sum of
$125,000.00 for the purpose of undertaking the reappraisal of all real property in the
Town for tax assessment purposes and authorize the Selectmen to hire appraisers,
negotiate and sign a contract for such reappraisal and take all other action as may be
necessary to carry out the purpose of this Article?"
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
YES NO
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